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a b s t r a c t
With the evolutions of the surroundingworldmarket, researchers and engineers have to propose technical
innovations. Nevertheless, Chemical Engineering community demonstrates a small interest for innovation
compared to other engineeringfields. In this paper, an approach to accelerate inventive preliminary design
for Chemical Engineering is presented.
This approach uses case-based reasoning (CBR) method to model, to capture, to store and to make
available the knowledge deployed during design. CBR is a very interesting method coming from artificial
intelligence, for routine design. Indeed, in CBR the main assumption is that a new problem of design can
be solved with the help of past successful ones. Consequently, the problem solving process is based on
past successful solutions, therefore, the design is accelerated but creativity is limited and not stimulated.
Our approach is an extension of the CBR method from routine design to inventive design. One of the
main drawbacks of this method is that it is restricted in one particular domain of application. To propose
inventive solution, the level of abstraction for problem resolution must be increased. For this reason CBR
is coupled with the TRIZ theory (Russian acronym for Theory of Solving Inventive Problem). TRIZ is a
problem solvingmethod that increases the ability to solve creative problems thanks to its capacity to give
access to the best practices in all the technical domains.
The proposed synergy between CBR and TRIZ combines the main advantages of CBR (ability to store
and to reuse rapidly knowledge) and those of TRIZ (no trade-off during resolution, inventive solutions).
Based on this synergy, a tool is developed and a mere example is treated.
1. Introduction
In every engineering field, researchers have to provide solu-
tions, knowledge, evolutions, to improve the surrounding world.
For companies, one way to succeed in these challenges is to inno-
vate. Chemical Engineering does not escape to this evolution. Of
course, the process industries undergo new trends imposed by the
world market evolution [1]: lower profit margin, reduced time to
market, decreased product life cycle, environmental constraints,
sustainable development, etc. Moreover nowadays, Chemical Engi-
neering has to face new industrial context, for example:
• Gradual falling of hydrocarbon reserves.
• Emergenceof newdomains of application: nano–micro technolo-
gies and biotechnologies.
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• A strong need of our knowledge in some fields: energy, sustain-
able development.
Consequently, all these trends and demands accelerate the need for
innovation and for anticipation of the future evolutions of prod-
ucts and processes. In the same time, these evolutions generate
new design problems and increase the level of complexity of the
problems to solve. Based on current knowledge, the design of unit
operations or processes will have to evolve technically, technolog-
ically, and perhaps in the way to theoretically approach problems.
But as Srinivasan andKraslawski [1] underline in their introduction,
the Chemical Engineering community demonstrates a weak inter-
est in innovation and creativity comparatively to other engineering
fields.
In the context described above, there is a strong need for
methodologies and tools in order to propose rapidly inventive solu-
tions for the design of any complex problems. Here two important
points emerge: how can we propose rapidly a solution and reduce
the time of design in one way, and how can you find an inventive
solution for problems in the other way. To answer to these ques-
tions, process engineers have to manage new relevant concepts in
order to improve process industries competitiveness: innovation,
creativity and technical knowledges (coming from various scien-
tific fields). In this article, we propose a methodology (and a tool
based on it) to help process engineers to accelerate complex design
and to propose creative ideas. Of course, the development of this
methodology must contain the main components of each support
design tools, defined by Simons [2]: to propose adapted steps for
design, definition of solutions, criteria to evaluate solutions.
Generally, when you face a new problem, you use your early
experiences and you try to adapt them in order to produce a solu-
tion to this new problem. This analogical reasoning is the most
used human being process during the problem resolution. Various
methodologies and theories try to exploit this analogical reasoning
for problem resolution. The main difference between them is the
level of abstraction in the exploitation of knowledge. Some artificial
intelligence (AI) methods, and more precisely knowledge manage-
mentones,workonknowledge insidea technicaldomain (Chemical
Engineering for example), and more generally in a specific part of
this domain (unit operations). These methods are useful for rou-
tine design. On the other hand, when you want to find non-routine
solutions, you have to enlarge your field of knowledge. The TRIZ
theory (detailed below) deals with this idea. TRIZ is based on the
analysis of knowledge used in all technical domains. It is impor-
tant to notice that the level of abstraction for problem resolution
is different; inside a specific domain for AI methods and across
engineering fields for TRIZ. Because of this main difference, these
methodologies produce solutions with different level of innova-
tion: incremental innovation for AI methods, and rupture one for
TRIZ. After its patents analysis for the creation of TRIZ, Altshuller
[3] classified the solutions according to five levels, depending on
their degree of innovation (Table1).
AI methods allow to reach solutions corresponding to the first
and second level and sometimes to the third one, while the TRIZ
theory can generate solutions until the third level and sometimes in
the fourth one for TRIZ experts. Concerning the rapidity to produce
a solution, AI methods, andmore specifically case-based reasoning
(CBR) in this article, are more efficient than TRIZ theory.
During design process, the problem resolution phase can be
decomposed in three main steps:
• Problem identification (product or process analysis).
• Problem definition and description (taking into account of con-
straints: environmental, economical, technical, etc.).
• Problem resolution.
During the problem resolution process, in AI methods there is a
preliminary phase dealing with these 3 points: one part dedicated
to the problemelaboration (identification anddefinition), the other
part about the problem resolution. This preliminary phase is very
important and can take a long time but it is only made once at the
beginning, then for each new problem the description will be the
same. This is due to the fact that the application of these methods
is specific to one part of a technical domain. Another consequence
of this technical domain specificity is that the proposed solutions
are more precise and operational. Once the elaboration phase is
finished, the resolution process is repeated automatically and the
designer has only to fill data concerning its new problem and then
to analyse, to correct and to test proposed solution.
On the rapiditypointof view, theTRIZ theoryhasadrawbackdue
to its level of application of knowledge. Howeverwith TRIZ, design-
ers propose solutionsmore quickly than the othermethods focused
on creativity stimulation and innovation. With TRIZ, for each new
problem faced, the whole resolution process (the main 3 steps)
must be deployed, consequently it takes a lot of time. Moreover,
TRIZ resolution process does not propose an operational solution
butaway toexplore tofindan inventive solution: it placesdesigners
undergoodconditionsbygiving themsomedirections to let express
their creativity. Consequently there is a need for an additionalwork
to have an operational solution.
This introduction puts in highlight the need of a methodology
to accelerate inventive design. Two types ofmethods are presented
for design. The complementarities of these methods are going to
be exploited in order to create this methodology. The goal of this
article is to explore in more details this synergy. In this paper the
advantages of CBR and TRIZ are coupled to accelerate design and
to find inventive solutions in Chemical Engineering. This paper is
decomposed in different parts. First (part 2), the CBR method is
presented with some examples of application in Chemical Engi-
neering. The third part deals with a detailed presentation of TRIZ,
and the tools and concepts included in the synergy. The next part
is dedicated to the presentation of the methodology and its imple-
mentation. Before concluding, a mere example is presented with
the simulated moving bed (SMB).
2. CBR
2.1. General presentation
Artificial intelligence and more precisely knowledge manage-
ment approaches try to use past experiences in a domain to solve
new problems. Themain difficulty is to find a way to store, retrieve
and reuse knowledge accumulated in anorganization. Coming from
AI, CBR is one approach tomanage knowledge. Themain idea in CBR
is that: similar problems have similar solutions. Basically in CBR,
users search to solve a new problem by establishing some com-
mon characteristics between the initial problemand someprevious
solved ones. Then the CBR process uses and adapts earlier success-
ful resolutions and solutions in order to solve the new problem.
It imitates everyday human problem solving. CBR traces its roots
to the work of Schank [4] on dynamic memory. This document [4]
describes the memory-based approach to reasoning, which means
that human memory is dynamic because it is continuously chang-
ing according to the new problems or situations he has to face.
Consequently, these new experiences which inherently contain
some lessons learned in a particular context could be used to face
new ones. The CYRUS system developed by Kolodner [5] was the
Table 1
Altshuller innovation levels
Level Description Origin of knowledge % of patent
1 Apparent solution: solution by methods well-known within specialty (slight changes in parameters) A person 32
2 Small improvement: inside a paradigm: improvement of an existing system without changes in functional principle A firm, a company 45
3 Substantial invention inside technology: essential improvement of existing system, changes in functional principle Inside an industrial domain 18
4 Invention outside paradigm: new generation of design using science not technology All industrial domains 4
5 Discovery: major discovery and new science (essential changes in civilization) Set of knowledge <1
first computer implementation ofmany of the schemes exposed by
Schank [4]. After that, many CBR systems had been implemented in
various fields. Depending on how the past experiences are reused,
CBR systems can be classified in two main categories: problem
solving systems and interpretative ones. The latter are limited to
retrieve solutions without adaptation in order to justify or eval-
uate a situation. The former build a specific solution for the new
problem by adaptation of previous solutions. But with our goal to
propose a solution, the retrieve step alone is not enough; the solu-
tion must be modified and adapted, because the initial problem
and the retrieved one do not match totally: some differences exist.
Therefore we are going to implement a problem solving system.
In CBR, the central notion is a case. A case represents an earlier
experience with the problem description (Pb), its associated solu-
tion (Sol) and eventually some results and comments (Co) about
how the solution was obtained; like success or failure of the solu-
tion, advises of application (1). Various cases are collected and
stored in a memory; the case base.
Case(Pb, Sol,Co) (1)
In CBR, the new faced problem (target problem) is compared to
other problems stored in the case base (source problems), and the
most similar problemand its associated solution are extracted. This
extracted solution (source solution) is adapted to propose a first
specific solution (target solution) to the initial problem. This tar-
get solution is revised and tested, and when the target problem is
totally solved, it is stored (or not) in the case base memory. Finally,
this process reduces resolution timebecause it gives an initial guess
for the target solution. And it is often more efficient to solve a
problem from an existing starting point than to develop the whole
solution fromnothing. For a good performance of a CBR system, the
case basemust cover thewhole or an important part of the problem
space (all the problems that may appear in the specific domain of
application). Consequently, the case base must contain numerous
cases.
The CBR approach has been used in many fields like Cogni-
tive Scientists, Artificial Intelligence Research, Expert Systems, and
InformationTechnology. Theapproachusedhere, is the samedevel-
oped in the artificial intelligence field. In AI, conventional approach
uses knowledge model in a specific domain but it is difficult to
implement because solutions must be searched in a huge space.
2.2. The CBR process cycle
The CBRmethod is a cyclic process, usually named 4′R, but it can
be extended to the 5′R model (represented in Fig. 1), by including
the preliminary step: case representation. This preliminary impor-
tant step consists in representing the past experiences contained
in cases for the reasoning purpose. Many ways for case represen-
tations are possible, but the more used is a vector of feature-value
pairs for the problem and solution descriptions. The description
of a case is based on the relevant features that characterised it:
components, apparatus, flow rates, pressure, temperature, etc. To
complete the description, the features are filled with their asso-
ciated values. Consequently, the initial step before applying the
CBR process is to find these relevant features for the problem and
solution descriptions. Then you have to collect data to describe the
target problem and to fill the target problem features with its spe-
cific values. Then the CBR cycle can start with the goal to propose a
value for each feature of the target solution.
After the filling of the target problem features, the next step in
the cycle consists in retrieving the case or a subset of cases, stored in
the case base, that are relevant to solve the target problem. During
the elaboration, the target problem is described by a list of fea-
tures; this list is used during the retrieval step to find problems
Fig. 1. The CBR process cycle.
that match with the target one. The matching is realised with a
similarity function:
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represent respectively the values for the features i of
the target problem (I) and the retrieved cases (R), sim is the local
similarity function for this feature i and wi is the weight of the
feature i. In their article, Avramenko and Kraslawski [6] deal with
the different ways to measure local similarity. It depends on the
type of feature values: semantic, symbolic, numeric, etc. SIM rep-
resents the global similarity. If various similar cases are found, the
global similarity function ranks them.Moreover, the global similar-
ity function can be customised thanks to theweight, in order to give
more importance to one feature to others for the research. How-
ever, during the lifetime of a CBR system, new cases can be added
to the case base therefore the case base is continuously growing.
Consequently, it would be time consuming to measure the simi-
larity between the target problem and all the cases in the base. To
decrease this research time, we adopt a case base indexation to fil-
ter and select the most relevant source cases and then measured
the global similarity on this subset of cases. The organization of the
memory is often based on the decision tree approach; the case base
is successively restricted thanks to decision sequences.
The solution of the retrieved case is used as a starting point, an
initial guess to the target problem. More precisely, it is used as an
initialisation of the resolution because the retrieved problem does
notmatch totally the initial one, alongall the features. Consequently
we need to adjust some features of the retrieved solution to answer
to the target problem; reused step. This adaptation uses additional
knowledge which can be modelised by rules, equations, heuristics,
etc. Then the adapted solution is implemented, tested (by simu-
lation, optimization, or experimental validation for examples) and
repaired if necessary; it is the revised step. As explained above, var-
ious CBR application avoid the reused and revised steps because of
the difficulty to model additional knowledge in order to do them
automatically. It is particularly the case in process engineering due
to the complexity of the phenomena treated.
One advantage of the CBR approach is its ability to learn with
the incorporation of new cases in the case base (retain step). Failure
like success can be stored in the memory, because we also learn
from failures. With this step, the system evolves, enlarges its cover
of problems and increases its performance by extending the case
base. In order to avoid redundant information, saturated memory,
and decreased performance during the research of similar cases,
not all the cases are stored but only the most relevant ones.
2.3. Comments on CBR
CBR is widely used in different domains like medicine, food,
nutrition, design, etc.More specifically, there are some applications
in Chemical Engineering: equipment selection [7,8], process con-
trol [9], flowsheet design [10], process synthesis [11,12], separation
design [13–15], process design [6,16], etc.
The CBR approach is very interesting for complex problem reso-
lution because it can quickly offer a solution and accelerate design.
It is based on the fact that the second time you solve a problem (or
a part of a problem) you do it quicker and easier because you recall
your success and your mistakes are avoided. CBR is an interesting
tool to capitalize quickly and effectively knowledge. The CBR cyclic
process is easy to implement, nevertheless there is two important
points: the elaboration stage to identify the features to describe a
case and the adaptation step to find the way to adapt the initial
case; probably the most difficult part. As Lopez-Arevalo et al. [16]
conclude, a designer plays a critical role during the 5′R process and
its intervention is mandatory to propose one specific solution from
several initial solutions.
The second main advantage of CBR is its ability to learn and
consequently to manage a huge amount of information. While
its specificity in a domain is an advantage, it can be a drawback
too, because you do not have access to the best practices in other
domains. As we explain before, the latter are important to increase
the degree of inventiveness of the solution. CBR can solve problems
but the proposed solutions have not a high level of innovation (in
the way of TRIZ) because they are based on solved cases, and con-
sequently it is not suitable for giving inventive solutions. Inventive
solutions can be reached but at a price of an additional voluntary
effortmadeby theusers. Creativity is not directly stimulated by this
approach. Another limit appears when the system cannot retrieve
a sufficiently similar case or worse there is not any proposed solu-
tion; for example when the memory does not contain sufficiently
cases. Then the proposed solution can be inappropriated and the
designer must reach a solution with another method.
CBR is an interesting method in a relatively restricted domain,
where the initial problem has its evolutions. Consequently solu-
tions are locked up in a specific field of knowledge which is called
psychological inertia. Indeed psychological inertia traduces our
natural tendency to be convinced that the solution of our prob-
lem is in our competences field. This concept can be defined as a
voluntary restraint for solution research. This can be very:
• Useful for routine design because most of the time, the solution
is in your engineering field and you can reach it rapidly.
• Penalizing for rupture design, because you have to enlarge your
knowledge (outside your engineering field) in order to propose
inventive solutions.
CBR is based on the similarity between two problems: one to
solve and the other one yet solved. When there is a tiny difference
between both of them, it is supposed that the solution of the solved
problem can be applied to the problem solved. Considering the
typology proposed byGero [17],most of the CBR systems dedicated
to design correspond to routine design. Indeed in CBR, it is consid-
ered that a new design is near a past one, consequently creativity is
not directly stimulated.While CBR application for repetitive design
is obvious, its use for inventive design (creation of new knowledge
for a company, a group) is more limited. In inventive design, prob-
lems are totally new and the required solutions are very distant
from those already known.
Some drawbacks of the CBR approach like the problems of the
psychological inertia, low level of innovation, absenceof prediction,
or no retrieved case, can be avoided by a method which changes
the level of abstraction of the problem resolution; the TRIZ theory.
It allows the passage from routine design to inventive design.
3. TRIZ
3.1. General presentation
Concerning inventive problem solving, there is a strong belief
that this is a psychologically driven activity. Formany people, inno-
vationarises fromhigher intellect, chanceor aprocessoutofhuman
control. But in order to stimulate innovative ideas some meth-
ods were created: trial and errors, brainstorming, etc. With these
methods, designers try to access (reach) to their whole knowledge
instead of increasing it. The main advantage of these methods is
that they are easy to understand and to implement. But their prin-
cipal drawback is that they explore in a random way the solution
space. Consequently, the time and the cost to generate a solution
are very important. Moreover, the solution found is often a trade-
off with a low level of innovation (in theway of Table 1). However, a
theory that refuses trade-off has appeared: TRIZ (Russian acronym
for “Theory of Inventive Problem Solving”). This theory comes from
with the idea that every engineer can; become an inventor, solve
very difficult problems, and propose innovative solutions. TRIZ is
an inventive problem solving method that increases the ability to
solve creative problems. TRIZ has its origins in the former USSR,
where it was founded by Altshuller [3].
One of the main advantages of TRIZ is that the solution space
is not explored randomly. Accounting for problem constraints, the
resolution tools of TRIZ give directions to explore in order to find
a solution. Consequently, TRIZ has the capacity to considerably
restrict the research space for innovative solutions, guide think-
ing towards solutions or strategies that have demonstrated their
efficiency in a past similar situation, and produce an environment
where the generation of a potential solution is almost systematic
[18].
Of course TRIZ does not give directly an applicable solutionbut it
proposes research directions to find solutions, then it leaves place
to the designer creativity. With TRIZ, people are able to generate
better ideas faster (because they are placed in a favourable envi-
ronment) and have a basis for selecting the best ideas. TRIZ is not
an ideal theory, it has several drawbacks. Even if it is more and
more used in companies (in every technical domain), TRIZ is com-
plex to understand, but nowadays efforts are made to simplify it
[19].
The most important source of TRIZ has been patents and tech-
nical informations. But this theory is also based on:
• Analysis of million of patents and tools coming from them.
• Analysis of scientific literature (list of effects extracted from var-
ious scientific fields).
• Analysis of psychological behaviour of inventor.
• Analysis of existing methods and tools.
The main result of these analysis is the collection of TRIZ concepts
and tools that helps to solve non-routine problems. These concepts
and tools give access to the best practices in the whole technical
domain thus increasing the creative potential of designer.
As Domb [20] explains, the three primary findings of this
research are as follows:
Fig. 2. TRIZ problem solving reasoning.
(1) Problems and solutions were repeated across industries and
sciences.
(2) Patterns of technical evolution were repeated across industries
and sciences.
(3) Innovations used scientific effects outside the field where they
were developed.
This huge work establishes a knowledge base which is used in the
tools and heuristics of TRIZ. Each time a new problem is solved, the
knowledge base becomes richer. As CBR, the basic assumption of
TRIZ is analogy; it takes benefit of the similarity between the cur-
rent problemandpast ones. Nevertheless, the twomain differences
between TRIZ and CBR are:
• TRIZ is not specific to one technical domain but by its foundations
it concerns all technological domains.
• TRIZ is based on technological evolutions and developments.
With TRIZ, the problem is elevated to a higher level of abstraction
beforebeing solved. Fig. 2 represents thegeneral TRIZproblemsolv-
ing process. During the patents analysis (from various engineering
fields),with this level of abstraction, Altshuller discovered that very
different technical systems and processes share similar peculiari-
ties in their evolutions. For example the same generic problem had
been pointed out and solved with the same generic principle of
resolution but in different technical domains and sometimes the
solutions were separated bymany years. With this level of abstrac-
tion, Table 1 (one conclusion of the patents analysis) expressed that
inventions classified in levels 1–3 are usually transferable from
one technical domain to another. This remark means that 95% of
inventiveproblems in anydomainhave alreadybeenaddressed and
solved in some other fields. Hence, an inventive solution has a lot
of chance to be useful in another domain. Consequently, Altshuller
thought that if inventors can benefit from successful solutions
found in others disciplines (and can access to those), the innovation
process will be more efficient.
Finally, TRIZ theory encompasses a set of fundamental concepts,
some tools and heuristics to solve complex problems. Amongmain
TRIZ concepts and heuristics there are:
• Laws of system evolution. During its life cycle, a system is always
evolving and this evolution is governed by objective laws. With
this concept, it is possible to anticipate futureways of evolution of
your system. There are 8 very generic laws (they are not rigorous
mathematical laws as in physics, so they are usually referred as
patterns).
• Ideality. Ideality is a goal. All systems evolve towards the increase
of their degree of ideality. One way to measure the ideality is to
use the Ideal Final Result (IFR). It is a psychological concept that
allows to find the best solution for a complex problem without
taking intoaccount cost, time, spaceor anyproblemconstraints. It
defines a sort of “virtual” goal. This ideal system is often a utopian
system but it guides reflexion toward seldom-explored direction.
• Contradiction. In TRIZ, problems canbewritten in termsof contra-
diction. An inventive problem contains at least one contradiction,
and an inventive solution overcomes totally or partially this con-
tradiction. A contradiction is a conflict in the system. Contrary
to classical method for creativity stimulation (brainstorming,
trial and errors, etc.), TRIZ refuses trade-off and tries to erad-
icate the contradiction. A clearly defined problem equals the
formulation of its main contradiction and stands near solution.
A contradiction arises when two requirements or needs for a
system are mutually exclusive but both must be associated to
reach the system objective. Several types of contradictions have
been identified, but in this article only physical and techni-
cal ones are defined. Technical contradictions exist when any
tentative to improve the performance of a useful function of
a system, produces as a consequence an unacceptable deterio-
ration in a second useful function in the system. It represents
a conflict between two subsystems. A physical contradiction
occurs when a component or element in a system present
two mutually exclusive states simultaneously: a surface must
be smooth and rough. It represents a conflict in the same
subsystem. TRIZ has specific tools to solve these contradic-
tions.
All TRIZ concepts implemented in various tools can be divided in 3
categories: tools tomodel problem (Innovation SituationQuestion-
naire (ISQ), Problem Formulation, Substance-Field Analysis, etc.),
tools to break psychological inertia during formulation and inter-
pretation steps (Fig. 2) (Ideal Final Result, Nine Screens, Dimension
Time Cost operators, Miniature Dwarfs, etc.), tools to solve generic
problems (Scientific Effects, Principle Separation, Contradiction
Matrix and 76 standard solutions). The contradiction matrix is the
keymilestoneofourmodel, consequentlyonly this tool is presented
and detailed in the following part.
3.2. Contradiction matrix
Altshuller and his research team collected examples of repeated
use of the same solutions from patents informations. After its
patents analysis, Altshuller has concluded that technical innovation
comes from a limited number of research directions for solutions
(how people solved problems) for all technical domains; he called
them principles. After a painstaking work, the good solutions were
sumup into 40principles. Of course, principles donot give the solu-
tion but they limit the solution domain for research, giving ways to
reach a solution (in Fig. 2 principles are TRIZ generic solutions). The
interpretation of principles to find a solution is the expression of
the user creativity. These principles are detailed in sub-principles
in order to increase their efficiency. For example,we give somepos-
sible interpretations of the Principle 26 entitled Copying, which is
decomposed into two sub-principles:
(A) Instead of an unavailable, expensive, fragile object,use simpler and
inexpensive copies.
Useof virtual reality inprocess insteadof real tests: inopera-
tor formation, changingof operating conditions for example.
(B) Replace an object or process with optical copies.
Use of pictures and image treatment to measure particles
dimension (to determine particle distribution) or to mea-
sure flow characteristics PIV technique. . .
Fig. 3. Section of the contradiction matrix.
Refs. [21,22] propose chemical engineering examples for each of
the 40 principles (and sub principles) in order to understand their
meaning.
Moreover during thepatents analysis, Altshuller notes that tech-
nical contradictions can be expressed in terms of conflict between
two parameters: one improved and the other one damaged (TRIZ
generic problem in Fig. 2). Only 39 parameters were extracted to
describe all the contradictions encountered in patents. Represent-
ing technical contradiction as a combination of two parameters
requiresabroad interpretationof them, so theyaregeneric formany
engineering fields.
Parameters and principles are put together in a tool where
we have the contradiction formulation (problem formulation) and
ways to solve it (principles). Finally, they built a 39×39 matrix. On
the line, is located the improvedparameter, on the column thedam-
aged one. For one contradiction, the cell at the intersection of the
line and the column indicates the principle(s) to explore in order
to solve it (Fig. 3). Through the contradiction matrix, TRIZ opens
up theworld patents bases for identifying principles thatmay offer
possible solutions.
To eliminate a technical contradiction a five steps method is
used:
Step 1: Traduce the problem in the contradiction between two
parameters.
Step 2: Identify both parameters among the 39.
Step 3: Use the matrix.
Step 4: Identify the principle to use. In the intersection cell the
principles are classified in a statistic recommended order
of use for contradiction resolution.
Step 5: Traduce theprinciple in anoperational solution (expression
of the creativity).
During Step 4, if the principles proposed in the cell of the contra-
diction matrix do not generate a solution, the user can try to use
the other ones.
An example of use of the contradiction matrix concerns deposit
by chemical reaction during electronic components fabrication.
Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) consists in putting in contact
substrates with one or several reactive gas. Gas chemically reacts
in order to deposit a solid film on substrates. One way to produce
micro electronic components is to use a low-pressure chemical
vapour deposition reactor (LPCVD) with a vertical configuration
(Fig. 4a). While analyzing its performance, several drawbacks
appeared but one, related to the reactor performance and config-
uration, seems to be more important. A contradiction is identified
to improve the quality of the siliceous film in the wafer; the gap
between wafers must be large. In consequence, the quantity of
wafers inside the reactor is reduced affecting productivity (Step 1).
The problem is stated as “To increase the productivity in the reac-
tor without radically modifying its shape”. The two parameters to
state the generic problem are: “Productivity” to be improved but it
degrades the “Shape” of our system (Step 2). In Step 3, the use of
the contradiction matrix gives four inventive principles in the fol-
lowing hierarchical order: 14 (spheroidality), 10 (prior action), 34
Fig. 4. LPCVD reactor configuration.
Fig. 5. CBR reasoning [27].
(rejecting and regeneration parts) and 40 (composite materials). In
Step 4, we chose Principle 14 “spheroidality” that is decomposed
into 3 sub principles:
• Replace linear parts or flat surfaceswith curved ones, and cubical
shapes with spherical shapes.
• Use rollers, balls, spirals domes.
• Replace linearmotionwith a rotatingmotion; utilize a centrifugal
force.
One interpretation (Step 5) of this principle is to change the shape
of the useful working area; it should be spherical. This solution is
shown in Fig. 4b [23]. The new reactor has a 90 wafers capacity
while the initial one has a 25 wafers capacity; consequently, the
productivity is radically improved.
3.3. Comments on TRIZ
The first version of the contradictionmatrixwas an efficient tool
to solve technical contradictions but it has been built in the 1950s
and evolved until 1980s. With the evolutions of technical systems,
this version becomes less efficient.Mann [24] has tested thematrix
with new patents and found the patented solution for only 50% of
them. Consequently, he has analysedmany others patents and pro-
posed another version of the matrix [25]. In this new version the
number of parameters has been increased to 48 but the number
of principles does not evolve (always 40). Moreover all the cells of
the matrix were filled (except the diagonal cells because they cor-
respond to physical contradictions: a parameter is improved and
damaged simultaneously) which was not the case in the preceding
version. This new version was tested and demonstrated its effi-
ciency [26]. This is this new version that it is used in the synergy,
part 4.
It is interesting to compare the way of reasoning in TRIZ and
in CBR like in Estevez et al. [27]. They have schematized the CBR
reasoning (Fig. 5). By comparison between Figs. 2 and 5, they
clearly demonstrate the main difference between TRIZ and CBR:
the level of abstraction for the reasoning purpose. In CBR, the level
of abstraction is the same for the target and source problems and
solutions, while in TRIZ the pairing between problems is realised at
the generic level (change in the abstraction level). This difference
explains the use of CBR for routine design and the use of TRIZ for
inventive design.
TRIZ has numerous advantages but in the context of this arti-
cle, three of them can be put in highlight: its capacity to stimulate
creativity for everyone, the fact that it eliminates barrier between
industrial domains (higher level of abstraction), and its reduced
time to produce an inventive solution. Nevertheless, as it is said
in the general presentation, TRIZ is a complex theory, this is why it
has somedifficulties forbeingestablishedandused. For that reason,
the synergy proposed is based on the contradictionmatrixwhich is
one of the easiest tools to understand and to use. Another drawback
appears; each time you have a new problem, you have to redeploy
the whole process of resolution which can be time consuming. The
proposed synergy eliminates this drawback by coupling TRIZ with
CBR. The synergy exploits the main advantages of TRIZ and CBR, in
order toproposeamodel to accelerate thepreliminarydesignphase
in Chemical Engineering and to generate rapidly inventive ideas.
TRIZ appears after the opening of the former USSR. Now it is
widely used in various domains and companies: aeronautic, car
industry, electronics, etc. But till now, few researchers used TRIZ
in Chemical Engineering for example; Braunschweig and Irons [28]
for computer-aided tool, Busov et al. [29] for heat exchanger, Li
et al. [30,31] for distillation systems, reaction–distillation systems,
Hipple [32] for analysis failures, and Srinivasan and Kraslawski [1]
for safer chemical processes, etc.
4. The synergy TRIZ–CBR
4.1. The coupling
First, the synergy is possible because both methods presented
above are based on analogical reasoning. Some complementary
characteristics between CBR and TRIZ are summarized in Table 2.
In one hand, TRIZ offers its ability to eliminate barriers between
technical domain and consequently to propose inventive solutions,
coupled with its capacity to give a way of solution whatever the
problemfaced.On theotherhand,CBRbringsaway to simplymodel
knowledge and amemory to store cases, and thewhole 5′R process
to accelerate the resolution. Moreover, its specificity in a domain
can be useful in the adaptation phase.
In this synergy the memory is crucial like in CBR in general. For
simplicity of use and research efficiency during the retrieval step,
the contradiction matrix is used to build the case base (memory),
avoiding the creation of a specific tool. Further more, it is used for
the case base indexation; therefore there is no need for a decision
tree index.
Table 2
Comparison between CBR and TRIZ
CBR TRIZ
Limited in a specific domain, barrier to the creativity Extended to all technical fields, environment to
stimulate creativity
Routine design Inventive design
No solution if the initial problem has no sufficiently similar case Gives a way of solution for each problem
Produces a solution from an initial guess Produces a solution starting from “nothing”
Contains a memory: solutions produced rapidly, increases its efficiency by learning No memory; resolution process redeployed each time
Easy for use, thanks to its affinity with human resolution process Difficult to use because of its particular way to tackle
problems, and the amount of tools
Fig. 6. TRIZ–CBR model.
Like in CBR, the central notion of the synergy is a case. The gen-
eral definition of a case (1) is adapted here, for taking into account
the specificity of the future use of the contradictionmatrix. The use
of the contradictionmatrix as amemory imposes away to structure
cases. The problem is formulated with a contradiction and conse-
quentlywith twoparameters: the improved and the damagedones.
Of course, the two parameters are included in the relevant fea-
tures forproblemdescriptionbut theseonly twoparameters cannot
describe precisely a problem and to ensure an effective retrieval.
Consequently, others features are added in order to discriminate
effectively cases:
• The system where the problem is located: reactor, distillation
column, etc.
• The typeofobjectives: improvementof a characteristic, newfunc-
tionality, eradication of a drawback, etc.
• The goal to reach: after a patents analysis, we notice that this
feature can be expressed with one of the 48 parameters.
• The resources identified in the system: physical, chemical, liquid,
solid, gas, etc.
With these five features, we can easily describe and discriminate
cases. Concerning the two other components of a case, i.e. the solu-
tion and the comments, they stay as explained before in part 2
(in fact there are specific windows in which they are described),
excepted for the solution in which one feature is added: the prin-
ciple used to find it.
4.2. The model of the synergy
Themodel is presented in Fig. 6. Obviously, the preliminary step
is to collect data on the handling problem and to describe it. Before
filling the five features concerning the problem description, the
ideal solution is also stated in order to propose a guide for the
search direction of the future solution. Then the problem is stated
as a contradiction coupled with the whole problem description
(contradiction and the other features) used to explore the memory
content for a similar problem. At this point of the synergy process,
two different sub processes can take place:
(1) The retrieval offers a sufficiently similar problem or set of prob-
lems. Such a situation leads to the evaluation of the associated
solutions to decide which solution or solving strategy has to
be used as initial solution. Here the similarity between two
problems is calculated with a similarity global function like Eq.
(2).
(2) The memory does not have any similar solved case or suffi-
ciently similar case (the similarity global function has a too
small value). Under this condition, the system offers inventive
principles associated to the contradiction, by which a satis-
factory solution could be derived. The matrix finds its initial
use.
Whatever the chosen sub-process, both converge to a proposed
initial solution. Then this obtained solution is revised, tested and
repaired if necessary with the aim to produce a satisfactory solu-
tion. Finally, this new solution is incorporated in the memory in
order to be reutilized in the future. This learning step is very impor-
tant because it allows to increase the cover of the problem space.
It is important to underline that with this model we are sure to
have an initial solution or ways to explore; it does not matter if the
problem has a similar case or not. Moreover, during the resolution
step, more than one solution could be found. In this situation, the
ideal final result can be used as a criterion to rank them. But other
criteria can be used like cost, etc.
The efficiency of this model, andmore precisely of the tool built
on it, is related to the number of cases stored in the memory. As
we have underlined before, the second version of the contradiction
matrix contains 48 parameters, consequently it can formulate 2256
contradictions (the diagonal is excepted because it is composed of
physical contradictions). To ensure a good proposal for the initial
solution, the memory needs to be filled with a large number of
cases. Currently, we analysemore than 100 patents, we identify the
contradiction, find the principle applied for the solution and finally
describe the problem and its solution with the case formulation
presented before. This work is still under development, neverthe-
less the tool based on this model is used and the learning step will
accelerate the increasing efficiency of the memory.
Aswe justmentioned, a specific tool, based on thismodel, is cre-
ated because CBR or TRIZ existing tools are not appropriate for the
implantation of the TRIZ–CBR synergy; they are too much specific.
Fig. 7. The minimal requisites for search in the memory.
Even if the problem description contains five features, the minimal
search engine utilizes three elements: contradictions, system, and
harmful effect or desired improvement as represented in Fig. 7.
Estevez et al. [27] propose another way to combine CBR and
TRIZ for inventive design. In their approach, CBR will be used for
inventive design. To extend CBR from routine to inventive design,
they exploit TRIZ problem solving reasoning (Fig. 2), with the aim
of applying the pairing of generic resolution rules (increasing the
level of abstraction of the CBR method). This work is still under
development.
4.3. Advantages–drawbacks
This synergy allows to accelerate the resolution of problems
by the use of past experiences in the domain of application but
also in other domains by the way of TRIZ. The transdisciplinarity
between domains allows to access to the best solutions, methods
and practices in all technical domainswhich lead inmore inventive
solutions. With this synergy, the user is not unclosed in its domain
but is more open-minded and breaks its psychological inertia.
The capacity of the synergy to give a research direction for the
solution is anotherpositivepoint.While there is a similar case in the
memory or not, the system can offer a solution or a way to explore
in order to find a solution. This is a great advantage compared to
the CBR alone. Moreover with the memory, the knowledge is capi-
talized, stored and can be accessible and used by anyone. This gives
to the tool a collaborative aspect.
Nevertheless, this approach has several limits. The first one is
related to the difficulty to understand and to use TRIZ tools as we
have mentioned before. But in this synergy, we avoid a great part
of this limitation by using the easiest TRIZ tool and concept. The
filling of the memory is probably the main limit of the synergy.
As we explained before, many cases have to be stored in order to
widely cover the problem space and to ensure the effectiveness
of the tool. Of course the learning step is a way to overcome this
difficulty and to benefit of all the potentialities of the memory in
the future. Another limit is in the problem formulation and more
precisely in the contradiction formulation. Very complex problems
often have more than one contradiction. The difficulty is to find
themain contradiction; the contradiction that once eliminated, the
others or several other ones are withdrawn. During the problem
elaboration, some TRIZ tools could be added in order to help to
determine the contradiction: Innovative Situation Questionnaire,
Problem Formulator or Root Contradiction analysis.
5. Example
The goal of this part is to demonstrate how the tool works and
to present its functionalities on a mere example of Chemical Engi-
neering. As we are going to see, even if it is simple, this example
puts in highlight a limit of the model.
SMB is a chromatography technique to continuously separate
multiple components mixture. This old technique has recently
received anewresearcher interest [33,34] because of its application
innewareas suchasbiotechnology, pharmaceutical, fine chemistry,
etc.
In fact, the SMB technique is based on the True Moving Bed
(TMB) one. The TMB has been improved to become the SMB. Start-
ing with the TMB approach and applying the tool based on this
synergy, we are going to exemplify the two sub-processes: in one
part we find the SMB technique, and in the other part we propose
a preliminary design to the problem.
In the TMB process (Fig. 8), liquid and solid flow in counter-
current directions. The liquid flowing out of zone 4 is recycled in
zone 1, while the solid is recycled from zone 1 to zone 4. The solu-
tion to separate is fed continuously in the middle of the system.
Fig. 8. True moving bed.
Another inlet allows to inject eluent. Two outlet product lines allow
to withdraw products:
• Extract: rich in compound more retained (preferentially in the
solid phase).
• Raffinate: rich in less retained compound (moving upward in the
liquid phase).
The principal drawback of the TMB technique is the circulation of
the solid phase, which is not an easy task.
The first step is to elaborate the case, information are collected
for this. Following the process described in Fig. 6, the ideal final
result is formulated: “Components of the mixture are separated by
themselves, i.e. with no external means (no solid, etc.)”. Of course
it is a utopian solution but it is the final goal to reach. The solu-
tion proposed will be a stage in the direction of the ideal final
result.
• To solve the TMB problem, the drawback has to be expressed
in terms of contradiction. The ISQ is helpful to formalize this
contradiction. With the ISQ, we have to answer to six principal
questions, each one divided into sub-questions in order to set
correctly the problem.
With the answers of the ISQ, the contradiction may be formu-
lated: “reduce the circulation of the solid phasewithout decreasing
the separation performance and increasing the operating cost”.
The next step is to identify the two parameters in the Altshuller’s
matrix:
• Improved parameter: convenience of use, parameter 33.
• Damagedparameter: energy spent by amoving object, parameter
19.
Now, the contradiction is established, it corresponds to only one
feature of the problem description. Thus, before the retrieval step,
the five features of the case must be filled:
• Contradiction: parameter 33 versus parameter 19.
• System: unit separation.
• Type of goal: eliminate a harmful effect.
• Goal (indicated by a parameter): function efficiency (parameter
24).
• Resources: solid, liquid, chemical components, etc.
The retrieve process is launched with the similarity function (2).
Here two possibilities can take place and we are going to explore
both of them.
5.1. No sufficiently similar case
If in the synergy sub process, the memory does not find similar
case to this target problem. Of course, it is not currently the case
because the case base is filledwith numerous chemical engineering
operations among which SMB. The interest here is to demonstrate
how the tool can help the user to propose a solution if he does not
know a technique (SMB here) or if the situation is not covered by
the case base.
The crossing of line 33 and column 19 of the matrix gives the
followings principles: 1 Segmentation, 13 Inverse, and 24 Interme-
diary. The first principle specifies that the object or process can be
fragmented into independent parts. Consequently with the inter-
pretation of this principle, the first idea is to divide the system
into independent zones. One of the sub-principles of principle 13
is “Make movable parts fixed and fixed parts movable”. Having in
Fig. 9. Simulated moving bed.
mind that the circulation of the solid must be reduced, the solid
can be fixed. Consequently if the solid becomes static, we have to
perform the inlets and outlets (“fixed parts movable”) in a rotating
way in order to simulate fluid flows. Combination of both principles
1 and 13 gives the solution (SMB).
As it is clearly explained by Lim and Jorgensen [33], the counter-
current flow of fluid and solid is simulated. The absorbent bed is
divided into a number of fixed beds. The inlet and outlet linesmove
simultaneously to thenextfixedbed, atfixed time intervals towards
the liquid direction (Fig. 9).
5.2. Similar case
Here, we begin again at the retrieved step of the synergy but
here the sub process one takes place. Of coursewith the same prob-
lem representation (starting from the TMB), the memory gives the
SMB techniques as solution (because it is in the memory). How-
ever, the tool is not limited to give the principle of operation of the
SMB but thanks to the problem input data, it gives a first design
of the apparatus with some technical characteristics values: vol-
umes, rotation frequency, etc. This first design can be used as a
starting point for the solution to the initial problem. Then it must
be corrected by simulation for example to correspond to the target
problem.
Whatever the subprocess, in thenext step theproposed solution
is revised. Once the problem solved, corrected and validated it can
be stored in the memory.
5.3. Limit of the synergy
Always with the goal of increasing the function efficiency, the
SMB can be improved. Here the elaborating stage is the same as
before until the contradiction. A new contradiction is formulated
and a new case is established with new features. For this second
problem, the retrieved process finds a similar case, i.e. the sub pro-
cess 2, and it gives a solutionwith a case in reactive distillation. This
solution is adapted to our problem by using the SMB to make pro-
cess intensification. A reactive part is incorporated to SMB in order
to couple reaction and separation. The solid can be used as a cat-
alyst for the reaction. In this evolution the SMB is now segmented
in eight parts instead of four, and becomes the RSMB (reactive).
Here the tool does not give a first design of the RSMB because this
technique is not included in the memory yet. But, if we want to
find directly the RSMB starting from the TMB, instead of SMB, we
have to overcome two main contradictions: one from the TMB to
the SMB, the other one from SMB to RSMB. But the synergy cannot
treat simultaneously these two contradictions, we must consider
them as two successive different cases. Consequently we cannot
directly find the RSMB, without passing through an intermediary
step. This is an important limit of our synergy because complex
problems are often solved by overcoming several contradictions
(simultaneous contradictions or successive contradictions). Nev-
ertheless, the tool takes into account the possibility to connect
successive contradictions for the same problem by making them
dependent.
6. Conclusion and perspectives
This paper proposes a method to accelerate inventive design
in Chemical Engineering. This method is based on the synergy
betweenCBRandTRIZ. Thepresentedmodel offers away to transfer
the solution from an identified analogous problem to a new target
problem, reducing effort and time in solving inventive problems.
This approach combines the TRIZ ability to propose creative solving
strategies applicable across domains, and a framework that closely
relates knowledge and action. In addition, one of the ways to drive
the inventive process consists in reusing knowledge that has been
acquired. Another important part of this model is learning, which
is in fact inherent to a CBR system. For that reason, it is a good way
to share knowledge. This model has been implemented in a com-
putational tool. The possibilities of the synergy are demonstrated
through amere example but its potential strength is currently used
on an industrial example.
Concerning the tool, it has to be improved by eliminating some
limits presented before and by adding new functionalities. The
adaptation step is crucial for the success of a proposed solution.
For the moment the user does it himself but it can be helped in
order to improve thewhole process. A TRIZ tool, i.e. Substance-Field
analysis, would be very useful because under certain conditions it
gives more precise ways to solve problem. This tool is one stage
for our main goal, which is to propose a tool to help the designer
from the analysis of the problem requirements, until the detailed
design, through inventive ideas generation and preliminary design.
Here again, an automatic adaptation step will be very important in
the detailed design.
Another future work is devoted to the fitting of TRIZ ontologies
and tools to the specific cases encountered in the chemical process
industry. Our idea in mind is to propose a methodology, and a tool
to support innovation management in the field of Chemical Engi-
neering for process design, operation, manufacturing and in future
research areas such as micro processes, security aspects, and clean
processes.
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